MIDAS/GPP34, a nuclear gene product, regulates total mitochondrial mass in response to mitochondrial dysfunction.
To investigate the regulatory system in mitochondrial biogenesis involving crosstalk between the mitochondria and nucleus, we found a factor named MIDAS (mitochondrial DNA absence sensitive factor) whose expression was enhanced by the absence of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA). In patients with mitochondrial diseases, MIDAS expression was increased only in dysfunctional muscle fibers. A majority of MIDAS localized to mitochondria with a small fraction in the Golgi apparatus in HeLa cells. To investigate the function of MIDAS, we stably transfected HeLa cells with an expression vector carrying MIDAS cDNA or siRNA. Cells expressing the MIDAS protein and the siRNA constitutively showed an increase and decrease in the total mass of mitochondria, respectively, accompanying the regulation of a mitochondria-specific phospholipid, cardiolipin. In contrast, amounts of the mitochondrial DNA, RNA and proteins did not depend upon MIDAS. Thus, MIDAS is involved in the regulation of mitochondrial lipids, leading to increases of total mitochondrial mass in response to mitochondrial dysfunction.